In order to help people with difficulties in face recognition, we propose an application for multi-face recognition. This paper mainly introduces the application of face detection and recognition algorithm based on feature extraction. Firstly, use smart glasses to get a video. Secondly, the feature extraction algorithm is used for face detection to obtain our own face database and feature file. Finally, face detection and recognition is performed based on the obtained new video. The names of the recognized faces or related information can be displayed, which is used to remind the wearer of the glasses when necessary.
Introduction
Recently, the United Nations issued a report that by 2050, the number of elderly people over the age of 65 in the world will exceed 1.5 billion, accounting for 16% of the total population. (1) As the aging process intensifies, the number of people with memory declines is increasing. A friend I met yesterday, maybe I can't remember his name today. On the other hand, for those who have face blindness, also known as "face amnesia", others' faces are vague in their eyes, and they have no ability to recognize facial features. They are very poor in distinguishing people's faces, and they can only identify the person through some other characteristics, such as whether to wear glasses, the color of clothes, and so on. The decline or lack of face recognition ability brings a lot of problems. Face recognition plays an important role in daily life.
We use smart glasses to capture a video, and then use the feature extraction algorithm for face detection to get the face database and feature files. Then, face recognition is performed based on the video. Remind the wearer of the glasses that the names of the persons in the video or related information if necessary.
Smart glasses is a pair of glasses that can be connected to a mobile phone or computer to share live videos. We can use it to get videos. The algorithm based on feature extraction includes three parts: face detection, feature extraction and face recognition.
The face detection part uses the histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) and regression tree method. HOG is a description operator that can detect objects based on shape edge features. (2)- (5) It can reflect the edge information of the image target well by utilizing the gradient information. Therefore, the appearance and shape of the image portion can be characterized by the size of the local gradient.
The feature extraction part detects 68 feature points of the face, analyzes the geometric relationship between the feature points, and saves the picture as a 128-dimensional vector by using the deep residual network model.
The face recognition part utilizes a method based on a deep residual network. (6) Using the trained model, the face vector to be tested is calculated and compared with the feature vectors in the feature file we have obtained before. If the minimum Euclidean distance meets the specific conditions, the match is successful. 
Related work
As shown in Fig. 1 , the face recognition system mainly includes the following parts: face detection, face database construction, feature extraction and face recognition. In the face database construction section, a single face image set is constructed by face detection after selecting a video. Organize and classify to obtain a face database. In the feature extraction section, face information is extracted and a face feature document is generated. The test face is matched with the information in the feature document, and display the recognition result in the face recognition section.
Face Detection
We use the HOG and regression tree methods in Dlib. (7) - (9) The HOG constitutes a feature by calculating and counting a gradient direction histogram of a local region of the image. And the workflow is shown in Fig. 2 .
On the other hand, Dlib is a C++ open source toolkit that includes machine learning algorithms. Using the Dlib-trained model, the frontal face detector, which used the principle of HOG in the Dlib library is called for face detection. The specific operation is as follows. Firstly, read the test picture and convert it to grayscale. Secondly, use Dlib frontal face detector to detect if the picture contains a human face. Thirdly, if there is a face, the face is framed, otherwise the next picture is detected.
There are also some other methods such as face detection rectangle pixels minus the sum of the black rectangle pixels. Haar eigenvalue reflects the grayscale variation of the image. For example, some features of the face can be described simply by the rectangular features, such as: the eyes are darker than the cheeks, the sides of the bridge are darker than the nose, and the mouth is darker than the surrounding. However, Haar cascades method has a poor face detection effect. Faces with positive, vertical and good rays of light can be detected by this method, while faces with side, skew and bad rays of light cannot be detected.
We have detected the same group of test faces by using Haar cascades and Dlib. The correct rate of face detection with two methods can be show as Table 1 . We can see that face detection using Dlib is better than Haar cascades. Therefore, we chose the Dlib method for face detection.
Face Database Construction
As shown in Fig. 3 , a video is acquired through the smart glasses. Then start the face detection after converting the video to pictures. If a face is detected, the face image is saved and used to construct our own face database, otherwise the image is not saved. 
Feature Extraction
In the feature extraction section, a given image is processed, and facial features are identified and extracted.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the eyes, nose, mouth and overall facial contour are primarily marked. Calculate the geometric relationship between these points and convert the face image into a form of feature vector, and save it to a feature file.
We use the 68 feature points (9) of the face in the Dlib library. The model constructed with the depth residual network saves the picture in the form of a 128-dimensional vector. Since a person has multiple photos, each person's feature mean is calculated and saved into a feature file of the csv type.
Face Recognition
The camera is read in real time, and the face feature vector is obtained by using the deep residual network model in Dlib. Calculate the Euclidean distance of the feature vector of the test face and each feature vector in the database. If the minimum Euclidean distance meets certain threshold conditions, the match is successful, and the name is displayed below the face frame, otherwise display unknown.
Experiment Results

Hardware and Software
In order to realize the face recognition function of the smart glasses wearer, the required hardware and software are as follows.
Hardware: Wi-Fi Live Glasses, as shown in Fig 
Face Database
This experiment uses Wi-Fi Live Glasses to capture a video with multiple faces, and through face detection and processing to convert the video into multiple faces with the same size. Pictures of different people are stored in different folders and the folders are named in the form of "person" + "_" +number. The same person can have multiple face photos for feature extraction. To create a face database, we used Wi-Fi Live Glasses for video capture to simulate the video taken by the glasses wearer.
In this experiment, the faces of 30 people appearing in the video were extracted. The face detection, the single face picture after the picture processing, and the constructed face database are shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , respectively.
Get 68 feature points of each picture in a folder from the face database. Convert all the faces into corresponding 128dimensional vectors and then calculate the person's feature mean. Save to a csv file. Traverse all folders to form a face feature file for face matching. There are 30 people in the 
Face Recognition
Read the video and check if the video contains a human face. If there is a face, extract the face features in the video and save the face as a 128-dimensional vector. Calculate the Euclidean distance between the vector of the test face and all feature vectors in the csv file.
The Euclidean distance of two n-dimensional space vectors x and y is defined as
Assuming that there are N people's face data in the database, a csv file containing N 128-dimensional vectors can be obtained. Calculate the Euclidean distance between the test face vector and each vector in csv, we can obtain that
This experiment has 30 people in the face database, so we can get 30 Euclidean distances, i.e., D 1 , D 2 , · · · , D 30 . Compare these Euclidean distances, find the minimum one.
If Eq. (4) is satisfied, the match is successful, and the name of the corresponding person is output, otherwise unknown is displayed.
where the T hreshold is a constant. We experimented with different thresholds using our own face database. Select 70 pictures containing 134 faces for face detection and recognition. The experimental results are shown in Table 2 .
As shown in Table 2 , different thresholds have different correct rate of face recognition. It should be set according to the actual situation. For security-critical situations, such as security, a small threshold is required to ensure safety. When the suspect is tracking, a larger threshold is needed to ensure that the suspect is not missed.
The face recognition results are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig.  10 . In the upper left corner of the Figs, the number of faces detected is displayed. Fig. 9 shows the single face recognition result. Fig. 10 shows the multiple face recognition result. The faces to be tested in Fig. 10(a) are all in the database, and the corresponding names are displayed respectively. In Fig.  10(b) , one face is not in the database and it is displayed as unknown.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper designed a face recognition algorithm based on feature extraction. Used Wi-Fi Live Glasses as a medium to help the wearer remember the information about people in the video. Of course, you can also choose a mobile phone or we-(a) Both two faces are all in the database.
(b) One face is not in the database. Fig. 10 . Multiple faces recognition results bcam to get the video. The experimental results showed that this method could correctly detect and recognize faces in the video. However, the algorithm also has some shortcomings. Firstly, when the light is insufficient, the face we captured is not clear enough, and the correctness of face recognition will be affected. Secondly, using Wi-Fi Live Glasses to watch a video on the network, the quality of image is not high, and sometimes the faces can't be detected. The future work is to solve these problems by improving the algorithm.
